Changes in the numbers of neurons and astrocytes during the postnatal development of the rat inferior olive.
In the developing nervous system, cell death is an important component of refining axonal projections. In the developing rat inferior olive, previous studies have demonstrated cell death as temporally incongruent with both initial axon-target interactions and subsequent axon collateral regression. Furthermore, these studies identified a late rise in neuron numbers that is concurrent with climbing fibre regression. As axonal regression has not previously been associated with increasing neuron numbers, and since immature neurons and glia have similar morphological characteristics, it was decided to reassess the timing of cell death within the inferior olive in animals in which neurons and glia had been differentially stained. Glia were identified by the presence of glial cytoskeletal proteins, S100, or glial fibrillary acidic protein, and stereological counts were made of both neurons and glia in the inferior olive from rats of ages 0, 5, 10, 15, and 30 days. The number of inferior olivary neurons was approximately 22,000 between birth and day 10, which decreased to about 17,500 by day 30 (P<0.05). In contrast, the number of glia rose from about 5,000 at birth to approximately 15,000 by day 10 (P<0.001), after which there was no further increase. The changes in neurons and glia caused the neuron-to-glia ratio to fall to approximately 1.5 by the time of functional maturation within the olive. These results confirm that there is neuronal death in the inferior olive but that it is temporally correlated with both climbing fibre regression and functional maturation of the olivocerebellar projection.